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Description

We use a template project and copy projects every time we initialize a new project.

We would like to use the copy function to be able to copy over all entities of the copy from project, regardless of whether or not the

entity is "disabled".

Additionally, in regards to issues in particular, we also need to be able to "update" or "edit" the issue in the project that has that

particular issue tracker disabled.

Currently, when we copy from our template project, issues that have the tracker disabled for our template project do not get copied

over. Even if they did, we cannot "update" or "edit" those issues because upon "edit"ing, the tracker defaults to the first available

tracker (and displays custom fields in relation to the first available tracker).

We use this method because we need certain issue-types available in the project while not allowing users to create new issues of

that tracker type.

This could also be solved with visibility/use-ability settings for issue trackers per role per project.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Defect #17211: Assigning Parent Project when Copying Pro... Closed

Related to Redmine - Feature #17500: Visibility/Use-ability/Creation Settings... New

History

#1 - 2014-07-18 18:19 - James H

Sort of related to #17500

#2 - 2014-08-16 10:35 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Defect #17211: Assigning Parent Project when Copying Project added

#3 - 2014-08-16 10:41 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #17500: Visibility/Use-ability/Creation Settings for Issue Trackers per Role per Project. added
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